The ICTY deals with war crimes that took place during the conflicts in the former Yugoslavia in the 1990's. The Tribunal was the first court to undertake the prosecution and adjudication of the gravest international crimes since the post-World War II Nuremberg and Tokyo trials.

13 INDIVIDUALS REFERRED TO COUNTRIES IN THE FORMER YUGOSLAVIA FOR TRIAL

161 INDIVIDUALS INDICTED

90 SENTENCED

19 ACQUITTED

37 PROCEEDINGS TERMINATED

13 REFERRED IN RETRIAL BEFORE THE MICT

13 INDIVIDUALS REFERRED TO COUNTRIES

0 FUGITIVES as of July 2011

(Excludes accused whose sentences amounted to time spent in detention during trial, and those whose transfer is pending.)

10,800 TRIAL DAYS

4,650 WITNESSES

2.5 MILLION PAGES OF TRANSCRIPTS

4 TYPES OF CRIMES

Genocide

Crimes against Humanity

Violations of the Laws or Customs of War

Grave Breaches of the Geneva Conventions

www.icty.org